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Origin of the Breit-Wigner-Fano lineshape of the tangentialG-band feature
of metallic carbon nanotubes
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A detailed line-shape analysis of the tangentialG-band feature attributable to metallic single-walled carbon
nanotubes is presented. Only two components are needed to account for the entireG-band feature for metallic
nanotubes. The higher-frequency component has a Lorentzian line shape, and the lower one has a Breit-
Wigner-Fano~BWF! line shape. Through comparisons of the Raman tangentialG-band spectra from three
different diameter distributions of carbon nanotubes, we find that both the frequency and linewidth of the BWF
component are diameter dependent and show functional forms consistent with theory. The nanotube curvature
is responsible for both the frequency differences between the two components of the characteristic metallic
G-band spectrum and the BWF coupling of the lower-frequency component. Surface-enhanced Raman spec-
troscopy studies provide supporting evidence that the phonon BWF coupling is to an electronic continuum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One method for distinguishing betweenmetallic and
semiconductingsingle-walled carbon nanotubes~SWNTs! in
any given sample1,2 is based on the distinct differences in th
line shape of the tangentialG-band (;1600 cm21) feature
in their Raman spectra. TheG-band of semiconducting nano
tubes has been extensively studied, and is well accounte
using Lorentzian oscillators to describe the six Raman-ac
modes,1,2 recently identified by polarization studies of th
symmetries of the various line-shape components.3 Some re-
searchers previously fitted the Raman line shape for met
SWNTs using Lorentzians4,5 while others used a
Breit-Wigner-Fano6,7 ~BWF! line shape to fit the lower-
frequency component of theG-band spectrum. There ha
however, been no explanation of the mechanism respons
for the downshift and broadening of the tangentialG band of
metallic SWNTs relative to semiconducting SWNTs.

The analysis presented here confirms that only two
man components are needed to fit the tangentialG band for
metallic SWNTs,7 with a Lorentzian line shape describin
the higher-frequency feature and a BWF line describing
lower-frequency feature. Both components are found to
hibit predominantlyA (A1g) symmetry. The differences in
their peak frequencies are attributed to~1! a difference in
force constant for vibrations along the tube axis~higher force
0163-1829/2001/63~15!/155414~8!/$20.00 63 1554
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constant! versus circumferentially~lower force constant!;
and ~2! an additional downshifting and broadening of th
lower-frequency peak due to coupling of the discre
phonons to an electronic continuum, resulting in the BW
line shape.

The asymmetric BWF line shape,8 described by

I ~v!5I 0

@11~v2vBWF!/qG#2

11@~v2vBWF!/G#2
~1!

~where 1/q is a measure of the interaction of the phonon w
a continuum of states, andvBWF is the BWF peak frequency
at maximum intensityI 0), has previously been used to fi
some of the Raman bands of the metallic forms of vario
sp2 carbons, such as the;1540 cm21 feature of metallic
SWNTs,6,7 the tangentialG-band feature of alkali-meta
doped SWNTs,9 the feature near 1600 cm21 of carbon
aerogels10 and alkali-metal graphite intercalatio
compounds,11 as well as the;270 cm21 feature12 of metallic
K3C60. In contrast, the Raman bands of thesemiconducting
forms of sp2 carbons@undoped C60 and K6C60,12 and semi-
conducting SWNTs~Ref. 3!# exhibit Lorentzianline shapes.

The inset to Fig. 1 shows the Stokes Raman signal~from
900 to 2000 cm21) from a sample of SWNTs with diameter
dt51.4960.20 nm, for laser excitation energiesElaser
51.58 and 2.41 eV. The lower-frequency tail of the bro
©2001 The American Physical Society14-1
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tangentialG band, obtained usingElaser51.58 eV excitation,
comes from metallic SWNTs and exhibits a slow decay b
to the spectral baseline~suggesting use of an asymmetr
BWF line-shape analysis!. This is in contrast to the flat base
line from Elaser52.41 eV in the inset to Fig. 1, for which th
spectrum is associated with semiconducting SWNTs,
Lorentzian line shapes describe the spectra well.

In this paper we focus on the line-shape analysis of
tangentialG-band feature in both the Stokes and anti-Sto
resonant Raman spectra for metallic SWNTs with differ
diameter distributions and differentElaser values. We here
emphasize the coupling associated with the BWF line sha
compare theoretical predictions of the BWF parameters w
experiment, describe the important role of SWNT curvat
in the coupling process and, by analyzing the effect
surface-enhanced resonant Raman spectroscopy~SERRS! on
the Raman bands of SWNTs, we gain insight into t
electron-phonon coupling mechanism responsible for
BWF line shape in metallic SWNTs.

II. EXPERIMENT

Three different diameter distributions of SWNTs we
used in this study, all synthesized through the arc discha
method using different synthesis conditions. Carbolex I
used a 4:1 ratio of a Ni:Y catalyst mixture to produ
SWNTs with dt51.4960.20 nm ~sample S1!. The second
sample~S2! used a 2.6 at. % Ni, 0.7 at. % Fe and 0.7 at.
Co catalyst mixture along with 0.75 at. % FeS, resulting
SWNTs with a broad distribution of diameters~mean diam-
eter ofd051.85 nm).13 The third sample~S3! was produced

FIG. 1. Illustrative Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman spectra for
SWNT sample S1 withdt51.4960.2 nm taken atElaser51.58 and
2.19 eV. Fitting parameters are listed in Table I. The inset pres
Raman spectra in the spectral range from 900 to 2000 cm21 show-
ing results obtained from the same sample S1 using the laser
tation energies: 2.41 eV~lower curve! and 1.58 eV~upper curve!.
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using a 1 at. % Ni and 1 at. % Fe catalyst mixture, resulti
in dt51.3560.20 nm. Surface-enhanced Raman scatter
~SERS! experiments14 were performed on sample S3 und
resonance Raman scattering conditions~SERRS!, where the
Raman signal of the adsorbed nanotubes was strongly
hanced when the SWNTs were in contact with clusters
silver colloidal particles.15–17

The Raman experiments were performed under amb
conditions, using a backscattering configuration. For la
excitation radiation, we used the 514.5-nm~2.41 eV! line
from an Ar1 laser; the 632.8-nm~1.96 eV! line from an
air-cooled He-Ne laser; the 568-nm~2.19 eV! line from a
Kr1 laser; the 782.0-nm~1.58 eV! line of a solid state
Al-doped GaAs laser; and the 830-nm~1.49 eV! line of a
Ti:sapphire laser.

III. RESULTS

Comparison fits to the tangentialG-band features~ob-
tained usingElaser51.58 and 2.19 eV! are shown in Fig. 1 for
both the Stokes and anti-Stokes spectra taken from sam
S1, using fitting parameters listed in Table I. Both the Sto
and anti-Stokes Raman spectra obtained forElaser

52.19 eV~where only semiconducting nanotubes are re
nant in sample S1! show line shapes that are best fit by fo
Lorentzian oscillators3 located at;1607, 1592, 1569, and
1553 cm21. These fits are based on polarization studies
the line shape,3 with the anti-Stokes spectra requiring th
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TABLE I. Detailed line-shape analysis of the Stokes and an
Stokes spectra from both metallic and semiconducting SWNTs w
dt51.4960.2 nm, shown in Fig. 1 forElaser51.58 and 2.19 eV.
The frequencies (v) and FWHM (G) are listed for the Lorentzian
features, while additionally the (1/q) value is given for the BWF
features. The fitting parameters were obtained from the sma
root-mean-square error of the fitting procedure.

v (cm21) G (cm21) v (cm21) G (cm21)
1.58 eV ~Stokes! 1/q 2.19 eV ~Stokes! 1/q

1545a 56 20.23
1552b 18 1553b 19
1565b 14 1569b 14
1577a 24
1590b 17 1592b 15
1608b 26 1607b 26

1.58 eV ~anti-Stokes! 2.19 eV ~anti-Stokes!

1546a 61 20.21
1553b 22
1565b 23

1575a 38
1591b 18
1606b 30

aMetallic nanotubes.
bSemiconducting nanotubes.
4-2
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ORIGIN OF THE BREIT-WIGNER-FANO LINESHAPE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 155414
same oscillator frequencies but larger full width at half ma
mum ~FWHM! linewidth values than the Stokes spectrum.
fit of these features to a BWF line shape yielded only v
small 1/q values (u1/qu,0.07), showing that the same set
Lorentzian oscillators (1/q[0) are sufficient to fit both the
Stokes and anti-Stokes spectra for semiconducting SWN
We found this to be the case for the semiconducting na
tube Raman spectra for all three samples.

Figure 1 also shows both the Stokes and anti-Stokes
man spectra fromElaser51.58 eV. We chose this value o
laser excitation energy since, for theanti-StokesRaman
spectrum, resonant contributions from only the meta
SWNTs of sample S1 (dt51.4960.20 nm) contribute to the
Raman tangentialG-band feature.18 The anti-Stokes spec
trum is best fit using a BWF line shape for the 1546 cm21

feature (1/q520.21) and a Lorentzian line for the 157
cm21 feature. In contrast, theStokesspectrum of sample S1
from Elaser51.58 eV, however, requires contributions fro
both metallic and semiconducting SWNTs, as explained
Ref. 18, to fit the entire tangentialG-band spectrum~see
Table I and Fig. 1!. Fits to the tangentialG band from
sample S1 for other values of laser excitation energy, wh
metallic SWNTs are resonantly enhanced in the Stokes
anti-Stokes spectra (1.5 eV,Elaser,2.1 eV), similarly
gave only two components for the Raman features of me
lic nanotubes, with negative values of the 1/q interaction
parameter (0.14<u1/qu<0.26) for the lower frequency BWF
feature (vBWF51544–1548 cm21).

We also analyzed the tangentialG-band feature for
SWNTs with peak diameters smaller~sample S3! and larger
~sample S2! than those of sample S1. Figure 2~a! shows the
anti-Stokes tangentialG-band feature for sample S3 (dt

FIG. 2. Deconvolved spectra~taken on sample S3! of the anti-
Stokes and Stokes tangentialG-band obtained withElaser51.49 and
1.96 eV for normal resonant Raman spectroscopy~RRS! and for
SERRS on silver surfaces. Fitting parameters for the Raman p
associated with metallic nanotubes are listed in Table II.
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51.3560.20 nm), collected usingElaser51.49 eV. This
choice of laser excitation energy also allowed us to coll
the tangentialG-band feature from only metallic SWNT
from this sample (d051.35 nm), since semiconductin
nanotubes in sample S3 are not resonant at thisElaser value.
The tangentialG-band feature for sample S3 was also best
using only two components, with a Lorentzian line shape
1580 cm21, while the BWF component was located at
lower value of Raman shift~1543 cm21) than was found for
sample S1, with 1/q5 –0.27. Fits to the tangentialG band
for this sample~S3! for other Elaser values yielded a fre-
quency range for the BWF component~1539–1543 cm21),
with 1/q values in the range 0.18<u1/qu<0.27. The line
shape of the Stokes tangentialG band of sample S2 (d0
51.85 nm) forElaser52.54 eV is typical of semiconducting
SWNTs, and only modest changes of the tangentialG-band
feature were observed with decreasingElaser ~see the inset to
Fig. 3!. As resonance with metallic nanotubes is establish
upon loweringElaserbelow 2.54 eV, a small BWF peak nea
1557 cm21 develops, with 1/q ranging from 20.12 to
20.25 (FWHM.40 cm21). This contribution from metal-
lic nanotubes to the Raman spectra for sample S2 is pre
in the tangentialG-band feature down toElaser51.58 eV
~see Fig. 3!. However, for these large diameter nanotubes,
clearly resolved metallic components develop, as was
case for samples S1 and S3. Additionally, Katauraet al.6

showed Raman spectra from SWNTs with 0.68 nm<dt
<1.0 nm, and the lower-frequency~BWF! component was
located at 1530 cm21 (1/q5 –0.25).

We also present the results of the SERRS~surface-
enhancedresonanceRaman spectroscopy! experiments per-
formed on SWNT sample S3, where the sample was
sorbed on silver colloidal clusters,15 and where there is an
electronic resonance process operative along with
SERRS process. Figures 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively, show
the resonant Raman spectroscopy~RRS! and SERRS anti-
Stokes G-band spectra (Elaser51.49 eV) collected from
sample S3. Both of these anti-StokesG-band spectra were fi
with similar ~metallic! line shapes, although the SERRS fe
tures are broader and 1/q is decreased slightly relative to th

ks

FIG. 3. Detailed line-shape analysis of the tangentialG-band
feature in the Stokes spectra from samples of nanotubes wi
broad distribution of diameters centered atd051.85 nm, collected
usingElaser52.54 and 1.92 eV. The inset shows the modest chan
in the tangentialG-band feature for this sample of SWNTs wit
changes inElaser.
4-3
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corresponding RRS features. However, the integrated in
sity ratio I 1540

BWF/I 1580
Lor is much larger for SERRS~2.21! than

for RRS ~0.75!. A much smaller enhancement of the 15
cm21 feature by the chemical SERRS effect is seen by n
malizing the fits of theI 1580

Lor peak atElaser51.96 eV toI 1592
Lor

for the corresponding 1592 cm21 Lorentzian oscillator for
sample S3@see Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!#, where the intensity ratio
I 1580

Lor /I 1592
Lor is seen to increase only slightly from 0.9~RRS! to

1.1 ~SERRS!, but the same normalization gives a mu
larger intensity change for the 1540 cm21 BWF feature, with
I 1540

BWF/I 1592
Lor increasing from RRS~3.5! to SERRS~7.2!.

IV. DISCUSSION

Group theory predicts that there are six Raman-ac
modes within the tangentialG-band spectral region
(;1600 cm21) for general chiral SWNTs@two each of
modes with A (A1g), E1 (E1g), and E2 (E2g)
symmetry#.3,19–21 The symmetry assignments of the fo
Lorentzian features~1553, 1569, 1592, and 1607 cm21) used
to fit the semiconducting nanotubeG-band feature also hav
been reported.3 The Lorentzian components located at 15
and 1607 cm21 have been assigned to mode vibrations w
E2 (E2g) symmetry,3 with the contributions to the observe
intensity coming mostly from small and high chiral ang
SWNTs, respectively.3,20,21@We note thatu50° corresponds
to zigzag~smallest chiral angle nanotubes!, and u530° to
armchair ~largest chiral angle nanotubes!.# The feature at
1592 cm21 has been assigned to unresolvedA (A1g) andE1
(E1g) symmetry mode vibrations from low chiral ang
tubes, while the 1569 cm21 feature is attributed toA (A1g)
andE1 (E1g) modes from high chiral angle tubes. The tw
E1 and E2 modes come from zone folding of the phono
dispersion bandsawayfrom theG point,20–22and so they are
expected to have different frequencies. The twoA modes are
associated with theG point, and are therefore not expected
show any zone-folding splitting. However, the curvature
the nanotubes results in lower force constants for vibrati
of the atoms in the circumferential direction as compared
vibrations along the nanotube axis, and this results in the
different frequencies of theA modes observed for the sem
conducting nanotubes~1569 and 1592 cm21).3 Furthermore,
polarized Raman experiments have also shown that it is
two A (A1g) components that are dominant in the intensity
the G-band Raman spectra from semiconducting SWNTs3

Calculations also show that the displacements of
eigenvectors of theG-band phonons are always either par
lel ~LO! or perpendicular~TO! to the nanotube axis for th
two phonon modes for each irreducible representation,
this symmetry effect does not depend on chiral angleu.20,21

Due to the directions of the atom displacements relative
the nanotubes axis after zone folding, Saitoet al.have shown
that zone folding of the LO vibrations of 2D graphite resu
in TO vibrations of the one-dimensional~1D! SWNTs ~and
vice versa! for the E1 andE2 modes.20 ~In this work, when
we use the notation LO and TO, we are referring to mo
for the 1D SWNTs.! As will be seen later, this results in th
TO phonons for the 1D SWNTs having higher frequen
15541
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than the LO phonons for the modes withE1 (E1g) and E2

(E2g) symmetry. As mentioned above, zone folding does
affect the modes withA symmetry, since they are at theG
point. However, the curvature effect causes theALO mode
~displacements along the SWNT axis! to have a higher fre-
quency than theATO mode~displacements perpendicular t
the SWNT axis! due to the reduction in the force constan
because of the tube curvature. Saitoet al. calculated the fre-
quencies of the six modes comprising the tangentialG-band
region for a general chiral SWNT, and they are ordered, fr
lowest to highest frequency, to beE2

LO,E1
LO,ATO,E1

TO

,ALO,E2
TO.20 Thus the component of the tangenti

G-band Raman spectra for semiconducting SWNTs has b
very well explained. However, in this paper we show th
additional considerations must be given to explain the t
gentialG-band Raman spectra for metallic SWNTs.

The six modes (E2
LO , E1

LO , ATO, E1
TO, ALO, E2

TO) are also
expected to appear in the Raman spectra for general c
metallic SWNTs. However, fits to the anti-Stokes Ram
spectra from samples S1 and S2~where only the Raman
tangentialG band for metallic SWNTs are present! indicate
that we need only two components to account for theG-band
feature (;1540 and;1580 cm21). The ‘‘antenna’’ effect,
where there is preferential absorption and emission of li
polarized parallel to the tube axis~taken to be theZ direc-
tion!, is expected to be strong for metallic SWNTs.17,23,24

Duesbergel al.17 confirmed the dominance of this antenn
effect for metallic SWNTs, since, for polarized Raman me
surements on a single bundle of SWNTs, they found that
Raman signal from the tangentialG-band feature, attributed
to metallic SWNTs, disappeared when the incident and s
tered light were polarized perpendicular to the tube axis.17,24

Similar results have been obtained for a fiber of partia
aligned SWNTs.25 Due to this antenna effect, modes withE1

(E1g) symmetry will be suppressed in the Raman spec
since they can only be observed under cross-polarizatio
either the incident or scattered light (XZ or ZX
configurations!.3 Similarly, the antenna effect will result in
the suppression of modes withE2 (E2g) symmetry, since
they are only observed for both incidentand scattered light
polarized perpendicular to the tube axis (XX configuration!.3

Modes ofA (A1g) symmetry~observed for theZZ polariza-
tion! are expected to dominate the Raman spectra for me
lic nanotubes. Furthermore, totally symmetric modes exp
ence the greatest amount of enhancement in a RRS pro
through a Franck-Condon mechanism,26 further confirming
that the two components of the tangentialG band for a gen-
eral metallic chiral nanotube are most likely ofA symmetry.
Experimentally, we have observed only two components
the fits to the Raman spectra for metallic carbon nanotub
and so we attribute these two components to theATO and
ALO modes from the chiral metallic nanotubes.

We now examine more closely the behavior of the tw
components of the tangentialG band of the Raman spectr
for the metallic SWNTs. The higher-frequency component
the G band is seen to show only a weak dependence on
SWNT diameter, as evidenced by its appearance at abou
4-4
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same frequency (;1580 cm21) as in graphite and by its
Lorentzian line shape in the fits to the three different dia
eter distributions of SWNTs~see Figs. 1, 2, and 3!. The
lower-frequency BWF component, on the other hand, sh
monotonically to lower frequencies as the diameter of
SWNTs gets smaller~see Fig. 4!. For the large diameter
SWNTs (d051.85 nm) of sample S2, the frequency sep
ration between the two components of the metallicG-band
feature isD.158021557 cm21523 cm21. This value of
D is the same as the frequency separation between the
middle components of the semiconducting line shapeD
.159221569 cm21523 cm21).3 For smaller diameter
SWNTs, on the other hand, the frequency separation
tween the two components of the metallicG-band feature is
much larger, increasing fromD.23 cm21 for sample S2
~with d051.85 nm) toD550 cm21 for SWNTs with d0
50.84 nm~taken from Ref. 6!. The curvature effect is op
erative for the semiconducting SWNTs as well, but in th
case the frequency separation of the two middle compon
of the G band remains near;20 cm21 for the small diam-
eter SWNTs. The much greater diameter dependence oD
obtained for the metallic SWNTs cannot, therefore, be d
solely to the difference in force constants for displaceme
along the nanotube axis in comparison to displacement
the circumferential direction.3,20,21 We therefore turn to the
influence of this BWF coupling on the resultant Raman f
ture in order to explain this greater frequency difference
tween the twoA symmetry modes for metallic nanotubes.

Since metallic and semiconducting SWNTs have simil
multiphonon continua, we can rule out the phonon co
tinuum as the source of the BWF coupling. We then turn

FIG. 4. The BWF peak frequency vs the mean nanotube di
eter (d0), where error bars reflect both the spread in the BWF p
frequency obtained from fits to theG band from differentElaser

excitations, and the diameter distribution of the carbon nanot
samples. The points are located atd0, the center of the diamete
distribution. The square data point is taken from the literature~Ref.
6!. The data points are fit using the functional formvBWF5v0

1a/dt , with values of the fitting parametersv051580 cm21 and
a5 –44 cm21 nm.
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the electronic structure as the source of the continuum for
coupling mechanism. Since surface-enhanced Raman sca
ing ~SERS! provides a means for perturbing the electron
structure of SWNTs, we consider this technique to provid
insight into possible coupling mechanisms. We now turn
previously reported SERRS experiments15,16 on sample S3,
which are refit here using a BWF analysis~see Fig. 2 and
Table II!. Even though the intensity of the tangentialG band
from semiconducting SWNTs is enhanced by 10–12 orde
of magnitude15 in the SERRS experiment, the relative inte
sities of the Lorentzian oscillators in a fit to theG band of
semiconducting tubes remain the same for the SERRS
cess relative to normal resonant Raman scattering~RRS!.16

However, for metallic SWNTs, not only is the intensity o
the tangentialG band enhanced, but the integrated intens
ratio I 1540

BWF/I 1580
Lor ~of the BWF component to the Lorentzia

component! is also changed due to the chemical SER
effect.16 The chemical mechanism of SERRS enhancem
can be described as a resonant Raman effect involving e
tronic levels of the SWNTs as modified by the adsorption
nanotubes onto the metal particles of the substrate.14,16 To-
tally symmetric phonon modes are most sensitively affec
by both the RRS process and by the chemical SER
effect,14 and thus the behavior of the two components of
RamanG-band spectrum for metallic SWNTs is again con
sistent withA (A1g) symmetry.16 Because the SERRS pro
cess greatly increases the BWF line intensity, we concl
that the coupling mechanism responsible for the BWF l
shape relates to phonons coupling to a continuum base
collective excitations of the electrons.

The electronic density of states of metallic SWNTs
constant at the Fermi level over a large energy range,
therefore we can neglect the contribution from the van Ho
singularities in the electronic density of states for energ
near EF . We assume that the coupling term between
electronic continuum and the discrete phonon line is prop
tional to the density of electronic states at the Fermi level~in
units of the number of states per eV per C atom!, and there-

-
k

e

TABLE II. Fitting parameters~obtained from the smallest root
mean-square error of the fitting procedure! for only the Raman
peaks ofmetallic SWNTs ~dot-dashed curves! shown in Fig. 2 in
the anti-Stokes (Elaser51.49 eV) and Stokes (Elaser51.96 eV)
spectra collected from SWNTs (dt51.3560.2 nm) for normal
RRS and SERRS~SWNTs adsorbed on silver surfaces!.

Elaser51.49 eV
RRS ~anti-Stokes! SERRS~anti-Stokes!

v (cm21) G (cm21) 1/q v (cm21) G (cm21) 1/q

1543 60 20.27 1540 70 20.20
1580 38 1580 52

Elaser51.96 eV
RRS ~Stokes! SERRS~Stokes!

v (cm21) G (cm21) 1/q v (cm21) G (cm21) 1/q

1541 72 20.22 1540 76 20.15
1580 11 1580 13
4-5
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fore inversely proportional to the tube diameter (dt). The
diameter dependence of the BWF peak frequency can
expressed asvBWF5v01a/dt , wherev0 is the peak fre-
quency in the absence of coupling to a continuum.8 Figure 4
shows a plot of the peak frequency (vBWF) of the BWF
component vs the mean diameterd0 for the three SWNT
samples studied in this work, along with a single data po
~for small diameter SWNTs! taken from the literature~Ref.
6!. Despite the various simplifications used in obtaining
theoretical expression, the data points are fairly well fit w
the parameters set atv051580 cm21 and a5
244 cm21 nm. Thus the peak frequency of the BWF com
ponent (vBWF), in the fits to the tangentialG-band feature,
shifts to lower frequencies with decreasing diameter of
SWNTs, and converges to theG-band frequency of 1580
cm21 at very largedt . A more rigorous theoretical formula
tion will be necessary in the future to derive the function
form of vBWF, more accurately, taking the effect of nan
tube curvature into account more completely.

The interaction parameter8 1/q is highly dependent on the
baseline of each Raman spectrum, so that it is difficult
obtain reliable experimental information on 1/q. However,
1/q is expected to take on the functional form

1/q521/~Adt1B!, ~2!

and the experimental data appear to show a tendency fo
interaction parameter (1/q) to have larger absolute values fo
smaller diameter SWNTs~see Fig. 5!. From a fit to the
above functional form, we obtain the valuesA;1.4 nm21

andB;2.8 for the fitting parameters.
The FWHM linewidth (G) vs vBWF is plotted in Fig. 6,

where we see that as the BWF peak shifts to lower frequ
cies, the feature broadens, consistent with a curvat
induced downshifting of the lower frequencyA mode for
these chiral metallic SWNTs, accompanied by a broaden
due to BWF coupling. The inset to Fig. 6 shows that t
BWF feature has a narrower linewidth~FWHM! for larger
diameter SWNT samples. These results therefore indicat

FIG. 5. The magnitude of the interaction parameter (1/q) vs
nanotube diameter (dt). The data points are fit using the function
form 1/q521/(A3dt1B), with A;1.4 nm21 andB;2.8.
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increased coupling of the discrete phonon line to a c
tinuum, with the coupling increasing with decreasing dia
eter of the SWNTs.

It is apparent that the conduction electrons at the Fe
level play a crucial role in the appearance of the BW
coupled line shape for SWNTs, since only the metall
forms of curved carbon structures exhibit the BWF li
shape. It is also very interesting to note that the peak
quency of the BWF feature appears at higher frequencies
the larger diameter SWNTs~see Fig. 4!, which have lower
curvature. Based on the negative sign of the 1/q coupling
term in the BWF line shape,11 we conclude from our RRS
and SERRS experiments that thep-band conduction-
electron plasmon is at an energy lower than\vphonon
50.19 eV. The independently measured screened con
tion electron plasma resonance frequency is\vp50.15 eV
for multiwalled nanotubes,27 and lies well below theG-band
phonon for SWNTs.28,29

Saitoet al.have reported that theATO phonon has a maxi-
mum Raman intensity for the polarization of light parallel
the nanotube axis,30 thereby benefiting from the antenna e
fect. The TO phonon vibrations involve atom displaceme
in the circumferential direction, which would be sensitive
the nanotube diameter, and would account for the diam
dependence observed in the behavior of this lower-freque
component@vBWF(dt)# of the metallic tangentialG band.
The curvature of the SWNTs would allow the coupling o
these TO vibrations with the 1Dp plasmons, resulting in the
BWF line shape. TheALO symmetry mode~the higher-
frequency component! is expected to show little coupling to
the electrons, since its displacements along the nanotube
reproduces the situation in graphite~which shows no such
BWF coupling!, and thus it exhibits a Lorentzian oscillato
line shape. We find experimentally that the BWF effect
creases strongly with decreasing tube diameter~see, for ex-

FIG. 6. The FWHM linewidth (G) of the BWF peak plotted vs
the Raman peak frequency found from fits to the Stokes tange
G-band feature~collected using different values ofElaser) associated
with metallic nanotubes in samples S1~circles!, S2 ~upward tri-
angles!, and S3~downward triangles!. The squares are data poin
taken from Ref. 6. The inset shows the FWHM linewidth vs me
nanotube diameter (d0), where the error bars reflect contribution
from both the FWHM linewidth and the nanotube diameter dis
bution.
4-6
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ample, the inset to Fig. 6!, which supports the plasmon con
tinuum as the electron coupling mechanism, since sma
diameter nanotubes have larger curvature and hence stro
phonon-plasmon coupling.

The behavior of the Raman spectra of the metallic car
nanotubes can also be compared to the behavior of grap
alkali-metal intercalation compounds~GIC’s!, which show a
BWF line shape for the lower stage forms. For high sta
(n>3) alkali-metal GIC’s (CxM with x>36), whereM
5K, Cs, or Rb, the high-frequency structure (;1600
cm21) is a doublet, both components of which are well
with Lorentzian line shapes.31 Ohanaet al. showed that the
BWF line shape which is observed for the high-frequen
feature of the second-stage GIC C24Rb was due to a discret
phonon line coupling to an electronic continuum.32 For
Elaser51.83 eV, the high-frequency feature of the seco
stage GIC developed an asymmetric~BWF! line shape (0.1
<u1/qu<0.4), somewhat similar to the 1/q values for metal-
lic SWNTs.32 An extreme asymmetry~BWF line shape! was
observed for the high-frequency feature in the Raman sp
trum from first-stage (C8M , M5K, Cs, and Rb! alkali-metal
GIC’s, with much higher values of the 1/q interaction param-
eter (0.3<u1/qu<1.3) than is observed for metalli
SWNTs.11,31 The relatively large density of metallic dono
atoms in GIC’s results in a large increase in the carrier d
sity in the conduction band,s electrons are transferred from
the alkali-metal species to the graphene layers thereby gi
rise to stronger plasmon effects in low stage GIC’s. We a
see that the peak position of the high-frequency BWF fea
of the alkali-metal GIC’s shifts to lower frequencies and th
the FWHM linewidth (G) increases dramatically as the sta
index decreases. We therefore see that for othersp2 carbons
an increased BWF coupling results in similar behavior to t
observed and reported here for metallic SWNTs.

V. CONCLUSION

The differences between the tangentialG-band Raman
spectra from metallic and semiconducting SWNTs are d
cussed, with particular emphasis given to the characteris
of the BWF feature. A strong ‘‘antenna’’ effect is observe
W
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.
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.
.
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r,
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for the tangentialG band of metallic SWNTs, which sup
presses modes withE1 (E1g) andE2 (E2g) symmetry, thus
effectively resulting in only modes withA (A1g) symmetry
appearing in the Raman spectra of metallic SWNTs. T
curvature of the SWNTs accounts for the difference in f
quency of the twoA symmetry modes for semiconductin
SWNTs. However, for metallic SWNTs, the curvature of t
SWNTs facilitates increased BWF coupling of the lowe
frequency metallicG-band component to a plasmon-bas
electronic continuum, which results in a greater downshift
and broadening of this feature as the tube diameter decre
We were able to fit the BWF frequency (vBWF) fairly well
using a functional form involving the electronic density
states at the Fermi level, and consistent results were obta
for fits to the experimental interaction parameter 1/q to the-
oretical predictions. The higher-frequency metallicG-band
component (;1580 cm21), which has a Lorentzian line
shape and exhibits a very weak dependence on the SW
diameter, is attributed to theALO phonon which does no
couple to the plasmon. The lower-frequency metallicG-band
component is attributed to theATO phonon, which is ex-
pected to couple to the 1Dp plasmon, and whose circum
ferential atom displacements are most sensitively affected
the curvature of the SWNTs. Experimental observations c
firm these theoretical predictions qualitatively. Further wo
will be necessary to explain the curvature-dependent pro
ties more quantitatively.
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